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ABSTRACT
The automation in voice disorder recognition technologies has developed more and more momentum now days because of the
complications in conventional methods. Due to the nature of jobs, unhealthy social habits people are subjected to risk of speech
problem [1]. Neurological disorders develops problem of voice disorder. Therefore, voice signal can be a useful tool to diagnose
them.
In the present paper, normal &neurological disorder speech samples are taken & a system is designed to differentiate normal
from neurological signals. These signals are first preprocessed. Preprocessing techniques involves passing signal through preemphasis filter, moving average filter (ma), framing & windowing .The windowed signal is given for spectral analysis. In spectral analysis, various methods like logarithmic spectrum, cepstrum, auto correlation of speech signal, spectrograms are applied
to differentiate normal & neurological speech signals. It has been found that with the above method normal & neurological
speech signals are differentiated. Pitch of speech signal plays a vital role in analysis of speech signal, so using different techniques, pitch of normal & neurological speech signals are found. More over features like formants extraction and there analysis
is done using LPC filter respectively.
Keywords : Neurological speech signal; preprocessing; spectral analysis; pitch; formants estimation; LPC filter; entropies;

1 INTRODUCTION

S

PEECH disorder detection has received great momentum
in the last decade. Digital signal processing has become an
important tool for voice disorder detection [2]. Pathological voice signal & Normal signals are taken. The pathological
speech signals were taken from the Government Medical College & Hospital, Nagpur & Dr. Naresh Agarwal’s Hospital
Nagpur. The signals were recorded keeping the microphone
two inch away from the mouth, using voice recorder of Window XP. The sampling frequency is chosen to 11025 samples/sec, 8 bit stereo 21 kb/sec. The patients were told to pronounce vowel ‘a’, vowel consonant ‘ah’ & word ‘Hello’. Physicians often use invasive techniques like endoscopy to diagnose
symptoms of vocal fold disorders however; it is possible to
diagnose the disease using certain features like formants of
speech signal [2].
Speech signal is a sinusoidal signal having different frequency,
different amplitude & different phase. It is given by the expression given below [3].
N

A (t) sin[2πF (t)t  θ (t)]
i

i

i

(1)

i 1

Where Ai(t), Fi(t) & θi(t) are the sets of amplitudes, frequencies & phases respectively, of the sinusoids. Speech production
requires close cooperation of numerous organs which from the
phonetic point of view may be divided into the following organs.
Copyright © 2013 SciResPub.

1.

Lungs, Bronchi, Tracheas (producing expiration air
steam necessary for phonation)
2. Larynx (amplifying the initial tone)
3. Root of the tongue, throat, nasal cavity, oral cavity
(forming tone quality & speech sound) [4].
The use of non-invasive techniques to evaluate the larynx
and vocal tract helps the speech specialists to perform accurate
diagnosis [5]. Speech signal is non-intrusive in nature & it has
the potential for providing quantitative data with reasonable
analysis time. So the study of speech signal of pathological voice
has become an important topic for research as it reduces work
load in diagnosis of pathological voices [6].

Fig. 1.

A speech signal

Figure 1 shows the speech signal of a patient suffering from
neurological disorder. The algorithm in figure 2 shows the flow
of control. Here, in this paper we have taken speech samples of
neurological disorder and normal persons. These speech samples are passed through moving average filter and high pass
Filter. The filtered output is framed and then each frame is
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passed through a window. The output signal, which was
framed and windowed, is used for spectral analysis. In spectral
analysis, logarithmic spectrum of framed window signal is
found, which is then used to get cepstrum. Framed signal is also
used for finding autocorrelation of speech signal. From
cepstrum, the pitch of the signal is found. Other manual method
of pitch estimation, along with formant &entropies estimation is
discussed.
Fig. 4.

2 ALGORITHM FOR SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Phase v/s Frequency plot of moving average filter

The figures 3 & 4 are magnitude and phase plot of the moving
average filter. The cut-off frequency of low pass moving average filter is 2 rad/sec. Whenever magnitude changes its sign, a
phase jump of +π radians on right hand side and π radians
on left hand side will occur. Optimum result is obtained by
taking average of three samples.
The input to pre-emphasis filter is the output of moving average filter. The Pre-emphasis filter is a high pass filter. This filter is used to flatten the speech signal spectrum & to make the
speech signal less sensitive to finite processing effects later in
speech signal processing [8]. The pre-emphasis filter amplifies
the area of spectrum, which improves the efficiency of spectral
analysis [9].
The time domain presentation of filter will be

Y(n)  X(n)  λX(n  1)
Where y(n) is the output, x(n) is the input speech sample & λ
is the filter coefficient. With λ = 0.9375 optimum result of filtering is received [10]. The output of this filter is framed &
passed through a window. This is done as the speech signals
are analyzed for a short period of time (5 msec to 100msec)
where the signal is fairly stationary. Windowing is done to
avoid problems due to truncation of signal & moreover window helps in the smoothening of signal [11].

Fig. 2.

Flow chart of Spectral Analysis of Speech Signal

The figure 2 shows the algorithm of spectral analysis. The
speech signal is passed through the moving average filter,
which takes the average of a sample for filtering the noise signal. The expression for output of such a filter is given below
[7].
X  n   X  n  1  X  n  2 
(2)
Y n  
3
Where, X(n) is the input speech sample.

Fig. 5.

Magnitude v/s Frequency plot of pre-emphasis filter

Fig. 6.

Phase v/s Frequency plot of Pre-emphasis Filter

The figures 5 & 6 are the magnitude and phase spectrum of
pre-emphasis filter. In magnitude plot, the magnitude changes
its sign at the origin, so phase jump of +π radians is clearly
seen in the phase plot.
Fig. 3.

Flow chart of Spectral Analysis of Speech Signal

Copyright © 2013 SciResPub.
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3 CLASSIFICATION OF SPEECH USING CEPSTRUM
The name ‘cepstrum’ was derived by using the first four letter
of spectrum [12]. A reliable way of obtaining an estimate of
the dominant fundamental frequency for long clean stationary
speech signal is to use the cepstrum. The cepstrum is a Fourier
analysis of the logarithmic amplitude spectrum of the signal. If
the log amplitude spectrum contains many regularly spaced
harmonics, then Fourier analysis of the spectrum will show a
peak corresponding to the spacing between the harmonics i.e.
fundamental frequency. Here signal spectrum is treated as
another signal & periodicity is searched in the spectrum itself.
The cepstrum is so called because it turns the spectrum inside
out. The X axis of cepstrum has unit of quefrency & the peak
in cepstrum is called rahmonics [13].
If X(n) is the speech signal then logarithmic spectrum is given
by

Y1 (n)  FFT X(n)
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4 AUTO CORRELATION OF PATHOLOGICAL AND
NORMAL SIGNAL
Another method which is applied for the classification of
pathological speech signal from normal signal is the Autocorrelation method. Using this method, one can easily classify the
normal and abnormal speech signals. The autocorrelation of
discrete time signal X(n) is given by [14].


rxx () 

 X(n)  X(n  )

  0, 1, 2,

n 

The autocorrelation function of a signal is a transformation of
signal, which is useful for displaying structure in the waveform [15]. Here it is shown how the autocorrelation function
classifies the signals. For the normal signal, the decay of autocorrelation of signal with respect to time is exponential whereas for abnormal, the decay will not be exponential. Their results are shown in figure 9 & 10.

Y2  n   20  log10 [abs Y1  n ]
The cepstrum is DFT of log spectrum

Y3 (n)  FFT log[abs(Y2 (n))]
cepstrum in figures 7 & 8, we have classified the normal and
abnormal speech.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 9.

Autocorrelation of normal speech

Fig. 10.

Autocorrelation of neurological disorder

The spectrum and cepstrum of normal persons

5 SPECTROGRAM
Fig. 8.

The spectrum and cepstrum of normal persons

Copyright © 2013 SciResPub.

Among the distinct signal processing techniques employed
for voice analysis, the spectrogram is commonly used as it
allows the visualization of variation of energy of the signal as
function of both time and frequency [16]. The study investi-
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gates the use of the global energy of the signal estimated
through spectrogram as a tool for discrimination between signals obtained from healthy and pathological subjects.
A spectrogram is a display of frequency content of the signal drawn so that energy content in each frequency region and
time is displayed on a colored scale. The horizontal axis of
spectrogram is time and the picture shows how the signal develops and changes over time. The vertical axis of the spectrogram is frequency and it provides an analysis of signal into
different frequency regions as shown in figure 11 & 12. One
can treat each of these signals as comprising a particular kind
of building blocks of the signal. If a building block is present
in the signal at particular time then highlighted region will be
shown at the frequency of building block and time of the event
[17].

Fig. 11.
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of cepstrum. As we know that X-axis of cepstrum has unit of
quefrency & peaks in cepstrum (which relates the periodicity
in the spectrum) are called rahmonics. To obtain an estimate of
the pitch from the cepstrum we look for the peak in the quefrency region corresponding to typical speech fundamental
frequencies (1/quefrency).The pitches of the signals under
consideration are found to be 129.668Hz & 119.33Hz.
The second method which is proposed is manual method here
the period of the signal can be calculated by finding the time
difference of two successive peaks. Figures 13 & 14 explain the
calculation of pitch by manual method.

F

1
1
1


 129.87Hz
T (T2  T1 ) (0.054  0.0463)

F

1
1
1


 119.33Hz
T (T2  T1 ) (0.05  0.04166)

Fig. 13.

Calculation of Pitch using Cepstrum & Manual Method

Fig. 14.

Calculation of Pitch using Cepstrum & Manual Method

The spectrogram of normal person

7 FORMANT FREQUENCY ESTIMATION
Formants are frequencies of resonance for each frame. It is often
measured as an amplitude peak in frequency spectrum of the
speech formants are resonances of the vocal tract [22]. The formant frequency is calculated using linear predictive coding
(LPC). The formant frequency is obtained by finding the roots of
prediction polynomial. The LPC finds the best IIR filter from the
section of speech signal and then plots frequency response of
filter [21].
H(z) 
Fig. 12.

The spectrogram of neurological disorder

X(z)
1
1


E(z) 1   p a k z  k A(z)
k 1
p

6 PITCH CALCULATION

x[n]   a k x[n  k]  e[n]

Pitch detection is an essential task in a variety of speech processing applications. Although many pitch detection algorithm both in time and frequency domains have been proposed [18]. However, performance improvement in noisy environments is still desired [19].
Here we are proposing cepstrum method, which shows good
performance for quasi-periodic signals [20] and manual method to get the pitch of normal and pathological signal. The Figure 13 shows the calculation of pitch using proposed method

The two common preprocessing steps applied to speech waveform before linear prediction coding are windowing and preemphasis filtering The pre-emphasis is high pass all pole filter.
There finding the roots of prediction polynomial return by LPC
Because the LPC co-efficient are real valued the roots occur in
complex conjugate pair . Retain only the roots on the one sign for
imaginary part & determine the angle corresponding to the roots.
Convert the angular frequencies in radians to hertz to get formant
frequencies [22].
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8 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have taken speech samples of neurological
disorder patient and applied various techniques of classifications like logarithmic spectrum, cepstrum, autocorrelation, &
spectrogram. Seeing figure from 7 to 12 & figure 15-16, one
can easily differentiate the abnormal speech samples from
normal. The table shows formants of normal person are close
to each other while neurological patients have more number of
formants.
Formants of neurological patient
298.9992
426.4350
438.8949
1.2051e+003
1.8530e+003
1.6433e+003
2.0693e+003
2.2937e+003
2.7427e+003
4.1510e+003
5.0887e+003
Formants of normal person
463.3569
443.9122
1.8752e+003
1.9416e+003
2.5162e+003
2.7185e+003
2.8362e+003
2853.7

[12]
[13]
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